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More powerful with Google 
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Job Seekers
Cloud Job Discovery

Talent Industry
Job search engine sites

Job aggregators
Job boards
Classifieds
Career sites

Staffing agencies
Applicant tracking systems

Job distribution
UGC: Social media/communities

Many job 
seekers start 

their search on 
google.com

Google in Recruiting

Employers
For G Suite 
customers
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Indexing job content in 
Google search
Your team can start working on this 
today.

1. Mark up your job listings with 
Job Posting structured data

2. Submit a sitemap (or an RSS or 
Atom feed) with a <lastmod> 
date for each listing to Google 
Search Console 
(google.com/webmasters)

http://google.com/webmasters
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Job boards invest in traffic acquisition in order to find their 
customers the best possible candidates

Job 
boards 

Search 
engines

Job
aggregator

Events & 
career fairs

Referrals

Traffic 
acquisition

Social
(inc. groups and 

blogs)

Paid

Email 
alerts

Major Investment

Job 
board
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Benefits manager 
The Benefits Program Manager 
will be a key driver of this change 
and lead

Compensation Manager
As a member of the Total Rewards 
team, the Compensation Manager 
will be responsible

Health Plan Manager
We’re looking for an 
execution-driven individual 
to manage and expand 

Improving job discoverability on job boards 
can improve the ROI of these efforts

Sales manager with 
Amazing benefits
We’re looking for qualified 
candidates for Sales Manager. 

Assistant Store Manager
Health insurance, 401k match, profit 
sharing, and other great benefits

Dog Boarding Manager 
Manage employee records, 
reviews, payroll, birthdays,
benefits, handbook. 

From low relevance To high relevance 

benefits manager
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“
”

Cloud Job Discovery enables us to provide an 
engaging search experience to our job seekers, while 
outsourcing a time-intensive product area to experts 
in the space. The API was simple to plug-in and 
continuously improves performance over time with 
built-in machine learning capabilities.

Leigh Margaret Stull 
VP Product Development
CareerBuilder
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Transforming our career site with Jibe 
and Google Cloud Job Discovery directly 
impacts our ability to attract high-quality 
talent and hire those candidates faster.
Sjoerd Gehring
Global VP of Talent Acquisition
Johnson & Johnson

“
”

Results for:

41% increase
in highly qualified 

applicants for business 
critical roles
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Street nameStreet number

Sign

Business facade

Sign
Business name

Traffic light

Traffic signStreet number
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Street view
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Let’s take a quick crash course in ML...

Machine learning is 
learning from examples 

and experience
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Job seekers and employers
speak a different language

PT AM Handler

Proposal strategist manager
rec & asset prot I 

project manager III
Eligibility Analyst Sr Assoc...senior coordinator - 2nd shift

Problem
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How does Cloud Job Discovery work?

Job seeker Data modelsMachine 
Learning

Machine 
Learning

Employer

Location
Employment type

Education
Certifications

Benefits
Title
Skills
etc.
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Night sky view

Every star in the sky is a 
job title (>250k job titles)

Similar titles are close 
in space

Like stars in the galaxy, titles 
in the same job category 
tend to concentrate 

Title data model

Title data model
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Data model is a way of representing knowledge 
(Simplified) skills data model

Is_a

Master of Business 
Administration

...from education data model...from title data model

Business skills

Business development

Part_of Has_part Related_to

Brand building

Business Development
Manager

Finding business opportunities Relationship building Strategic management

Strategic partnership development

Sales skills

Understanding customersUnderstanding markets Interpersonal skills Communication skills

Proxy_of Prerequisite_to
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Founded in 2014, WayUp is a US 
internship and job board for 
college students and entry level 
employees. 

Focus on easy search and apply 
for jobs via smartphones and 
matching candidates to the right 
job opportunities based on their 
profiles. 

5K+ US campuses

300K+  employers

3.5MM+  user profiles 
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Synonym detection

q=QA; q=HR

Acronym detection

q=bartendar

Spelling correction

q=waitress

https://www.wayup.com/jobs/?q=hr&location=
https://www.wayup.com/jobs/?q=bartendar&location=
https://www.wayup.com/jobs/?q=waitress&location=
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Featured jobs
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http://0.commute_demo_new.gjobs-misc-prod.yb.borg.google.com:26198/static/new-search.
html

Commute search

http://goto.google.com/commute-search-demo
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Commute Search - 
Public Transport
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Commute Search - 
Driving
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● Cloud Job Discovery helps increase visitor 
conversion on your property by better matching job 
seeker interests with your job content

● More than 3,000 companies are seeing significant 
improvements on their properties today

● Allows your product, tech, and data science teams 
to focus higher up in the stack on other initiatives

● To learn more find us on the web at 
cloud.google.com/job-discovery and register your 
interest (inc. “JobG8” keyword) 

Recap
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Thank you


